We kindly invite students, professors, and all the academic community of the faculty to the guest lecture of

Professor Anni Hentschel, Ph.D.

on »Paul as Deacon: Credible Proclamation in word and deed. Charity in the Acts of Luke and the missing deacons.«

The lecture will take place in English on Thursday 19 October 2023 at 15.10-16.4 in the ETF UK building, room F.

Anni Hentschel is Professor of New Testament and Diakonia at the Evangelische Hochschule in Freiburg i.B. (Germany). Her main areas of research are the semantics of the Greek term diakonia and its derivatives, the history of Christian congregations and their institutional development in the early church with special reference to the role of women, charitable/social action, justice in the Bible and its religio-cultural setting.

The lecture is a part of the partnership between the PTF and the Hochschule in Freiburg i.B.

For details see assoc. Prof. Eva Křížová, Ph.D. krizova@etf.cuni.cz